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Activities: 
1) Use the “tree” metaphor filled previously, to prepare the recording of the narrative. The 

candidates are asked to summarize their story and prepare it as a brief script;  
2) Identify and synthesize key moments. Those key moments are going to be mentioned at 

their presentation to be recorded in video and audio; 
3) Bringing and photographing documentation, in order to be added to the digital narrative in 

video. All the material captured can be edited and illustrate the vocational biography.  
4) “Drawing my Life” using analogue and digital drawing tools to illustrate certain key 

moments of the narrative. 
 

Resources: 
1) Digital cameras to photograph the objects 

2) Computer prepared to import digital images; 

3) Digital image editing software (freeware, i.e. Gimp); 

4) Digital drawing software (freeware, i.e. Inkscape);  

	

Trainers: 
It is important that the trainers in this session, are skilled to manipulate digital consumer 

cameras, as well as smartphones with such features, in order to help the candidates to 

deal with the captures, regarding the development of narratives around the objects that 

they brought. Knowledge of graphic design is preferably, towards the use and 

manipulation of both bitmap and vector files.     

Outcomes: 
In this session the candidates will achieve the preparation of the material that will be used 

to build their digital narrative, as part of the vocational biography. It will result in several 

files, such as digital imagens, drawings and a script to be used during the recording of a 

brief video.  
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SESSION No. 03  
Theme: Digital media to build memory narratives. 
Duration: 3 hours 
Syllabus: Use the “tree” metaphor to prepare the recording of the 
narrative; Identify and synthesize key moments; Bringing and 
photographing documentation; “Drawing my Life” using analogue 
and digital drawing tools. 


